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Abstract

Active measurements, examine the capabilities of networks and the internet.  Through the network
analysis infrastructure (NAI), these measurements can provide useful data for network analysis.  The
National Laboratory for Applied Network Research (NLANR) team, has developed data sets which allow
identifcation of a variety of problems which range from High Performance Connectivity and Commodity
Network issues. to network hardware and routing issues.  We present the steps necessary to secure and
analyze such data.

Introduction

The National Laboratory for Applied
Network Research (NLANR)5 Measurement
and Analysis Team6 conducts both active
and passive measurements in order to better
understand the Internet and its capabilities.
Active measurements are network probes
developed to measure the capabilities of the
internet. Active and passive measurements
can be compared to car maintenance. When
you are trying to determine what is wrong
with your car, you can either check your
car’s oil level or give your car a test drive.
A test drive would be an active
measurement as it changes the state of the
vehicle in question, while an oil check
would be a passive measurement, which
generally has no effect on the state of the

car.  With active measurements, one can
generally retrieve additional information
about a network’s capabilities, at the cost of
adding interference. In this paper, we
discuss data analysis methods for NLANR’s
Active Measurement Project (AMP7).  Our
goal is to provide a basis for the
understanding and analysis of active
measurement data so that one can use this
data to better understand their network
connectivity.  We detail methods, which will
help one determine the overall performance
of their network.  This paper is designed to
be an introduction to active measurements
and analysis.  As such, feedback1 and
suggestions on areas which are unclear,
would be greatly appreciated.

The AMP System

The NLANR Active Measurement Project
(AMP) is a distributed network of
approximately 100 active monitors which
systematically perform scheduled
measurements between each other (Figure
1).  These systems send data to a central data

collector where it is made available for
download (raw data) and public viewing (by
Web browser7).  Currently, we are working
on additional methods for data presentation
which may be more useful for general
network analysis.
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Figure 1: Map of AMP Probe constellation (Dec 1999)

Measurement Methods: what we measure

The AMP constellation measures round trip
times (RTT) between each of its systems
once a minute.  Every ten minutes,
traceroutes are preformed to determine
routes between each of the measurement
boxes. We choose to measure RTT instead
of one-way delay because this measurement
is easier to perform and does not rely on
external devices to synchronize the time
between each of the monitors. Other
measurement projects use Global Position
System (GPS) receivers to synchronize the
time between hosts.  We have found that
these systems are too expensive and difficult
to install, for the limited amount of
additional information gained.

In greater detail, our RTT measurements are
made once a minute (randomized by 15
seconds) using the fping program. This
program sends an Internet Control Message
Protocol (ICMP) echo packet to each host
and waits for an ICMP reply packet. It then
records the measured delay for each site.

The benefit to fping is that it allows us to
simultaneously ping multiple sites.  (If we
had to ping each site serially, it would take
much longer than a minute.)  A loss is
determined when four ICMP echo request
packets are sent and no replies are received
before each timeout. Our route data is
collected every 10 minutes (randomized by
15 seconds) using the traceroute program.
Our Web interface allows one to view this
data by host pairs.  For example, after
selecting a primary site (Figure 2), the Web
interface shows the previous day’s average
RTT and loss, for each site within its mesh
(Figure 3). The interface also allows one to
select a secondary site, and view weekly
graphs, which show the RTT between the
primary and secondary sites over a weeks
time (Figure 4). From this data, one can
choose to look at daily RTT or loss graphs.
One can also view a listing of route changes
that may have occurred on a specified day
(Figure 6).
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Meshes and Peer Networks

A full mesh is a complete interlinking of
objects, in which every object is directly
connected to every other object.  Our AMP
constellation does a full mesh of
measurements.  This is a data and resource
intensive process, and as such, is not
scalable beyond 150 machines.  Therefore, it
is necessary to create peer networks, which
have their own network of hosts doing
measurements within the full mesh.
Unfortunately, this does not allow for
studying networks and routes which traverse

multiple peer networks. For this reason, we
configure mutual peering points, a couple of
hosts in each peer’s network, that perform
measurements within both meshes. By
strategically placing these peers we should,
in theory, be able to gather useful
information about the connectivity between
the peer networks.  We are currently in the
process of experimenting with peer
networks; the results of this work should be
available sometime in the near future.

Figure 2: Main AMP Web interface page, select primary monitor to view.
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Figure 3: Site information specific to the primary site chosen, showing averages for previous 24
hours.  From here, the user can select a secondary site and view further measurements.
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Figure 4: Primary (amp-sdsc) to  secondary (amp-ncar) site data is displayed as round trip time (RTT)
graphs.  Yearly and weekly graphs are also presented.  From this page you can choose to view a graph
of a single day’s data (Figure 5) or you can choose to look at the routes for a specific day (Figure 6).
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Figure 5: Graph of a single day’s measurements between the primary and secondary sites. This can
be used to closely examine interesting anomalies within data or to more closely examine events
which may not show clearly in the weekly summaries.  Packet loss and round trip times (RTT) for a
particular day are also presented in graphical form, on these pages.  The graph above exhibits a step
down in RTT as the result of a router switch.
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Figure 6: This image shows routing information between the primary and secondary sites for the day
selected.  As you can see the page highlights route changes in blue. Using this page one can view, in
graphical form, all  routes for a particular day, using the Otter utility.

Data Analysis Methods: What you can determine

Our data is collected and organized in a
hierarchical structure on the Web.7 After
entering the Web interface, select a primary
site (Figure 2). Upon selection of the
primary site, measurements are performed
and data is sent to central data collector.
You will then be presented a summary page
(Figure 3), which shows the day’s
measurements from the primary site, to each
of the secondary sites.  (The secondary sites
are the sites to which the measurements are
made).  These sites are the same ones, as

seen in the primary site list.  The presented
summary  is useful for a quick view of status
and for identifying possible problem sites.
From this page, choose a secondary site.
After selecting the secondary site, you will
be able to view measurement data collected
between the primary and secondary sites
(Figure 4).  The top graph is a yearly
summary of the measurements, followed by
weekly summary graphs giving detailed
information. The weekly graphs are very
useful in determining the time of a network
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event. From the weekly graphs you can
select to view an even more detailed graph
of measurements for a particular day (Figure
5).  This is done by clicking on the graph or
by clicking on the date to the left of the
graph. You can also choose to view a listing
of route changes for the day (Figure 6). In
theory, using this hierarchical structure, one
can view all the data that is recorded by our
systems. Unfortunately, due to the high
volume of data (70 Gb) this is not very
releasitic.

To analyze the network connectivity for a
specific site: select that site as the primary
site; then go through each of the secondary
sites listed, looking at each of the weekly
graphs. For example, if a site shows 100%
loss, it is most likely because of a filter (a
router that blocks certain packets).  This can
be verified by looking at the problem log for
the site, which is available from the primary
site selection page (Figure 2).  It is also
useful to look at the recent weekly graphs
for any network events, problems or trends.

In the case studies detailed below, we
attempt to give you many different examples
of network events. For example, you might
notice that your site’s connection to UC San
Diego exhibits commodity link congestion
curves (Case Study #2) and upon further
investigation you find that this is due to
excessive use of the network or simply the
fact that your route to UCSD is via your
commodity connection. In general, a little
bit of investigation with the information we
provide can lead to useful insights.
However, we can never provide all of the
answers. In general, if you go through all of
the secondary sites for your primary site,
you should get a good idea of your
connectivity and where any problems may
lie.  Keep in mind that it may be useful to
investigate a few reverse path measurements
from other sites to your own. This may give

you a better idea on how the world connects
with you.

If you want to get an idea of the overall
status of the network, we recommend going
through a number of different primary and
secondary site pairs, almost at random.
Perhaps over time you can come up with a
useful list of whic sites are important or
significant to you. Unfortunately, with 100
sites it would take too long to look at each of
the 10,000 possible pairs. Therefore, you
must decide on some way to limit your
search in order to view only relevant
information. Another method worth
mentioning is to look at two different
secondary sites for each primary site. This
way you can get a good overall picture.

The point of general network analysis is to
get an idea of the stability of the network
and the performance of the links. We are
currently working on several tools to aid in
this. One of these is the AMP data reports
page. This allows you to get a quick
summary of all the routes between each of
the different sites; this can be very useful in
finding problem sites. Another useful tool is
the Cichlid 3-D visualization system, which
can graph all of the sites RTT/Loss over the
previous 24 hours. We are also working on
ideas to develop event triggers and route
decomposition to pinpoint when and where
network problems occur. The intent of these
tools is to give you an idea of the stability of
the networks, as well as to alert you when
something interesting occurs.

One of the best ways to find trouble or to
diagnose problems with a site is to look for
bumps or steps in the round trip time (RTT).
These bumps tend to show a routing change,
or some configuration change that alters the
RTT between two sites. See Figure 7 for an
example.
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Figure 7:  Weekly graph (Dec 19 – Dec 25) from SDSC to NCAR.  The
temporary step down is caused by the removal of a router by vBNS
engineering. The router  was replaced on Monday.

Another thing to look for is high loss. If a
site has high loss it may have faulty
hardware. This analysis is very basic.  A
more interesting understanding of your site’s
performance can be acquired by comparing
its connectivity with that of other sites. For
example, is there the same congestion on
your commodity links that other sites exhibit
on theirs?  What about the round trip times
of your vBNS9 or Abilene10 connections?
Are they relatively good or is there
something in your local network that is
making the RTT unstable. Another thing to
look at, is how the congestion curves (of the
RTT graph) are shaped: do they have a
smooth shape? Are they bigger than those
for other sites?  If the graph shows

congestion curves, then how does it affect
your traffic?

In general, our feeling is that a high
performance network should have low RTT
and  no significant congestion curve.  One
factor to examine is what TCP window sizes
within the TCP stacks, would yield
maximum performance. This can show a
great deal about the feasibility of high speed
communication over these networks. Also,
how much different is a commodity
connection at noon on Friday compared to a
vBNS link?  Hopefully the answers to these
questions will help give an accurate picture
of the connectivity and performance of your
network connection.

Cases Studies

We feel that the following case studies
illustrate some of the important aspects of
network performance analysis. The first two
case studies show the characteristics of high

performance networks and commodity
networks. We invite your comments and
suggestions on ways to improve the
tractability of these issues.
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Related Projects

There are a couple of related projects which
have attempted to do the same sort of active
analysis that we have done. Some of them,
Surveyor, for example have attempted to
measure one-way delays instead of round
trip times. They feel that this will give them
more useful information. However, all
design decisions come at a cost. It would be
wise to look at the platforms on which the
tests are running and the size of their mesh.
However, if the measurements are done

properly, then their results should be as
useful as ours. A listing of these related
projects is included in the references
section.8
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